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The Editor / Chief reporter
FOR PUBLICITY
Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabha at Aksan, Madkai
Strive to establish a Hindu Nation by overthrowing any kind of opposition ! –
Medha Chavhan
Ponda, 4th may – We have to create such a impression in the minds of the cowslaughterers that no one would dare to slaughter cattle ! We should boycott the films of
the artists criticising Hindu religion. ‘Ghar vapsi’ is being opposed. Recently Mrs. Lata
Dhawalikar who was speaking about conserving Hindu culture, was opposed vehemently.
We have to strive for establishing a Hindu Nation by overthrowing all this opposition,
appealed Sanatan’s seeker Ms. Medha Chavhan in the Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabha
organised by Hindu Janajagruti Samiti (HJS) on 3rd May at Shree Mallikarjun Temple
hall, Aksan, Madkai, Goa. Mr. Shivprasad Joshi of Hindu Mahasabha and Mr. Govind
Chodankar of HJS were present at this time at the dais. Mr. Joshi and Mr. Chodankar also
addressed the gathering with great enthusiasm.
After blowing the conch shell, the auspicious lamp was lit at the hands of
Mr. Shivprasad Joshi. The venue of the sabha was full of Divine consciousness due to the
recitation by Mr. Rahul Vaze and Mr. Ambarish Vaze. Mr. Sanjeev Naik introduced the
mission of HJS. Ms. Medha Chavhan further said that, “Abiding by Dharma is
instrumental in building the character like that of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. All our
problems will be uprooted once a Hindu Nation is established, as it had happened during
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj’s regime. Since the time Hindu temples are taken over by
the government, temple money is being appropriated. Hindu Vidhidnya Parishad has
exposed such incidents. Are mosques and churches being taken over by the Government?
Why does the Government that is boasting about secularism, interfering in the temple
management?” Mr. Joshi said, “It is very unfortunate that due to greed for money, Hindus

are becoming victims of the Believers’ acts. This conspiracy has to be uprooted by Saam,
daam, dand and bhed policy. Nepal has drawn upon itself this natural disaster by
rejecting Hindu Dharma. With a view to avoid such a disaster on ourselves we should
abide by Dharma.” Vote of thanks was given by the organiser of this sabha, Mr.
Ramchandra Teli. Compering was done by Mr. Rahul Vaze and Ms. Shambhavi Vaze.
Yours faithfully,

Dr. Manoj Solanki,
State Convener of Hindu Janajagruti Samiti
Contact No. 9326103278
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Chavhan and Mr. Govind Chodankar

